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For homeowners who are looking for a beautiful and distinct roofing material to use, cedar roofing
shakes are the way to go. Aside from the aesthetic appeal that cedar shakes offer, they also entail
quite a lot of benefits. Here are some of them:

Flexible

Cedar roofing shakes can work very well with different home styles. They also come in a variety of
different natural shades to choose from. This way, you can select a color that will create the perfect
tone to go with you preferred look. Your selected roofing contractors can provide you with
photographs of finished projects they have done to give you an idea of the outcome.

Durable and weather resistant

Another benefit of cedar roofing shakes is that they resist insects and damage from ultraviolet rays.
They are also very durable and can hold their ground against hailstorms, thunderstorms, and strong
winds. In fact, cedar shakes are resistant to damage in practically any kind of weather and are noted
for their impressive insulation feature.

Environment-friendly

In addition to being beautiful and durable, cedar roofing shakes are also environment-friendly. Wood
is a natural product which does not require intensive processing to produce. Unlike other materials
which normally need the burning of petroleum to create, the said component just needs to be cut
and shaped into shakes before they are ready to be used. In addition, cedar shake manufacturing
companies moderately harvest the wood needed for production, make sure the process is legal, and
a tree every time they take down one.

Fire-resistant

A lot of homeowners are worried about wood being a combustible material. Yes, this is true: wood
does naturally burn. Today, however, cedar shakes can be treated with a certain chemical to make
them fire resistant. They can also be specifically ordered through a reputable roofer Minneapolis
residents trust. Plus, in a city that regularly experiences thunderstorms, people are more adept at
finding effective means of fire protection.

Cedar shakes are a long term investment. Sure, with all the treatments and installation, you might
end up paying a considerable amount to your roofing contractor Minneapolis. However, it is
important to keep in mind that cedar shakes can last forty to seventy years with proper
maintenance. That means you wouldnâ€™t have to change your roof again in the long run.

For more information on cedar roofing and some roofing contractors St Paul MN residents trust, visit
cedarbureau.org.
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Mcclure - About Author:
For more details, search a roofing contractors St Paul MN, a roofing contractor Minneapolis and a
roofer Minneapolis in Google for more related information.
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